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Selected As A hest MI Round Kentucky Community Newspaper

Largest
Circulation In
The City
Largest
Circulation In
The County

First...
with
Local News
and
r•Local Pictures
United Press

IN OUR 79th YEAR

Murray, Ky., Thursday Afternoon, May 8, 1958

Vol. LXXIX No. 1 tO

MURRAY POPULATION 10,100

FORMER CLERK IS INDICTED YESTERDAY
Seen & Heard
[Around Murray
Johnsen
JVIne
with
Talking
about his ads from the Ledger
and Times which drew so much
attention ise Chicago.

Wife, Former
Clountian Dies
Wednesday

Sandra Bedwell To
_Be On Television
Sandra BetiWeil. Senior District Bread Demonstration winner, will appear on 4-H in. Re-TV, at 12:00 pin.
view. W1)
She is the daughter of 0ous
Bedweli and a member of the
Kira:say 4-H C.
The Kirlesey 4-H CUITiMunity
leader is Mrs. Kenneth. Palmer.
Threugh her leadership many
4-4.11 girls have won high honors.
tSaradra will give her demonetration on "Varraticms in Biscuit Making." Tune in and see
how simple it is to mieke various
or t5BhulLs.
This demonstration will be
given in a state oorstest during
Junior Week June 2-7 at the
Utuverstity of Kentucky, Lexington.
Last year she also won the
county, district and peaced 41e
in the state on her demonstra.ion "Sandwidaes to Freeze."

George Weaks, Four Others
Are Indicted By Grand Jury

To rilonldBlfetvisitrsaI

A series of gaspel meetings!
will begtn at the First Baptist i
Church in Benton, Wedneedey,
May 7 and- continue through
George Weaks, former Call(
May 10.
phans week will be- way-Circuit Clerk was indicted
yesterday by the May Grand
s
• . Jury. He was charged with "con'.V. Dickersen of Murray, at 7:30 version
property
personal
of
•
Wednesday night. At the same t without
the consent of the ownn
Thicsday n.ght, Rev. W. er.,,
B. Casey f the We3t End BapWeaks' indictment was ones of
•:st. Church of Paducah will defive indictments returned by the
liver ;he message.
Dr. H. F. Paerhall of the First Grand Jury to Judge Earl Os-

it has been in many years.
We have had the opportunity
to examine the new three way
radio equipment which has been
installed in the Sheriff's Office,
and we have also had this
equipment demonstrated to U.S.-.
In our opinion, the County is
very fortunate to have the
equipment and it should be a
great aid to the Sheriff and

Dl Bertrand Fanner,
M!
42, wile of a-Nihon Farmer,
flignorly ( f Murray passed away
Wednesday me ening at 4:00 at
bee borne in Madisonville, Ky.,
Jesse W in a contest sponsored
rein wing several irserete Wines,
• Swift and Company with a
Ste. is Anne\ ed by her hus1151ted calf as the ['raze.
bar.d. Mr. Farmer; m:ther, Mrs.
.,l. •
.
County in perform.ng their duties
will bring the message Friday
In the indictments Weaks was
A political war Ts one in wgut
nred t 'tree daughters, Judy ,nd Saturday night. Dr. Edwin
a.,more efficient manner. Here
charged "of the cirme and offense itt
everyone shoots from the lips ..
15 years, Ann
Farmer. age
the Fiscal
ethareleon, president of Bethel
fraudently and again we commend
Raymond Moley.
Farmer, age 7 years,' Barbara 0...Lege. Hepkineville, will de- of unlawfully.
willingness to
converting to his own Court for :heir
feloniously
..
.7f
all
mehrhs.
6
age
Farm-r.
sver the dedicatory sermon at use money and property of value. irovide the funds for the purchNothing to do: As everybody
Vsshsonville; nne sun, Nick 2 p.m. Sunday. May 11.
Ise and installation of this equipthe property of another withou,
practihas
executive
an
Madisonknows
Farmer. age 14 years'.
lfhe revival meeting wed be- the consent of the owner or :tient.
except
do
to
cally nothing
ville; elle step-son, B:11 Fanner gin Sunday, May 11 arid conIll
owners thereof, the said George
decide what hap to be dune .
Fzeinlatt-rt: tne sister, Mrs. Jack
The Grand Jury would now
Dr. J._ ten H. Weaks, then and there being
nut
May
18.
through
listen
tell someone to do it
repert that they have
.51tattier, New. Albany. led; three Huffman of thy F.rat Baptist
the duly elected, qualified and
ea reason: why it shouidn't be
sempleted the work assigned to
beethers. Peul Bertrand, Sari Church in May-Cele-I will be the
County,
Calloway
of
Clerk
acting
. why it should be clone
done
hem and that they have inAwlena. Tex., Carl Berl rani. evangehet.
Kentucky, Circuit Clerk -and havto follow
by somebody else
et:litigated_ _into _all offenses of.
nal xi. Mist.. and al.ck Bertrand,
*Rd
pewter
is
Dailey
W.
Paul
moneys
Bev.
-raid
trigup to see if the thing has been
every- nature which have been
New, Albany. lnd
of the First Baptist Church in in his charge and keep by virtue
over it hat riot
their a(tention by the
done ... to
She was a mein's, r :)1 t Is c denten.
orders of sa.d brought to
and
order
the
of
of the County. as well
been done . . to inquire why
1,rmisieulate Conceptian Catholic
money and proper.y , Metals
which
Mort,
as all offenses of which they
Ky.:
it hes not been done ... to
Earn
Church . in
was ti be disbursed only upon
have personal knowledge and
news to excuses from the perThe eleventh annual "Last Resill: re the funeral win be concourt."
said
of
orders
then tree noose ta
such matters as were referred
son who .tihoudel have done it sort," produced by Delta Alpha
Frid z y rnorteng at 9:00
•-ted
-.
ocMOHTING CITY HALL A moot detense of
question
in
incident
The
(lower ieft and
oi them by the previous Grand
... to discover it finally has Fraternity, will be presented Oct
mounted by 8-yeer-old Junn Templeton
eeth 'Father Barntraeger
curred in December of 1957 in
council
Jury: and that they have either
brother Kenneth. V, in Atherton. Calif. as the coy
will be
been clone, but incorrectly ... 30. 31 and Nov. 1 announces
servtees
side
Grrn::
'erm
of
Weak's
month
the final
Churchill Black was
returned indictments, dismissed
girds for legal battle City Attorney
Igo point out how it should have publicity director. Larry Buzzerio
h.',-1 at 1230 pm. Friday at the
of office The indictment charges
against
referred to the next Grand
Instructed by the council to inautute proceedings
to conclude shot,
The production, a variety show
burial
"been done
with
Cemetery
Murray
$2400. the • -liersonal prop- or
that
"Pretty
rules.
zoning
ut
of all such offenses.
Jury
the airy elate" deemed a violation
and
as long as it has been done, it with emphasis on humorous skits,
Cemetery.
Clark
in the Murray
erty" of Dr. Charles
Templeton as
silly," commented Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth S.
CAPE CANAVERAL. Fla. la -'L. L. Veale,' teas allegedly con- Respectfully submitted.
the
might as well be beet the way music, and dance is directed by
at
palibearers
Active
souredeeeto)
(heereationat
COUNTY GRAND
they vowed to right city hall.
it is ... to consider how much Bob Slayden of Paducah and
grave side service which will An Air Force Snark guided mis- ver.ed to his use. The money CALLOWAY
JURY
simpler it wou ld have been if Jim Young of Owensboro. They
be held at 12:30 will be: Frank sile was fired from Cape Canav- was in Weaks' -care and custMAY TERM, 1958
to will be assisted by Bruce Fire- —
Stubblefield, Vernon eral Wednesday night on a 'eat ody," and was part of the settlehe had done it himself
A'11 r
and ipp
By: Pulls) Mitchell
discover it took two days to stone of Brooklyn. N.Y.,
S athlete-ad. Jr.. Gingles Wallis, flight of some 3.000 miles over ment of a suS in which Dr.
Forman
Mayfield.
Clark ano Mr. Veale were infind out why it took someone Mackie Puckett of
Nat Ryzn Hughes. Fri]:A Hol- the Atlantic
Others on the staff include IL
Accompanied by a jet chase volved
three weenie to do it wrong.
and Robert Winning.
nib
e
Tenn., stage
Other indicunents were Jerry
Lseeutives have nothing to dol Jo* Bare Dyersburg.
'Me Max H. Churchill Funeral plane the 68-foot Snark vanished
WA.SHINGTON "In - The Ai
flying Garner '1.3nIawttilly dimming
rez.raggae, !lob Colt, gaieneville.
me has charge of the kcal Seconds after .its takeoff,
today that its
ansouneed
Force
Bob
manager,
stage
persohal
low under a starry sky and concealing
morgaged
ISfeelae the pletform has leen 111., assistant
F104 supersonic star, fighter- has rratIgtrtlelltS.
Murray. Tom Embry,
heading southeast down the long property with intent to prevent
•
erected over the new city aahl Street
altitude re cord
world
new
a
sets
lir
Fuller,
Jimmy
Louisville and
missileetest rang
or hinder 'he enforcement of the
to mount the fire siren. At peesof 91.249 feet.
Bardveell, lighting: Bill Moates,
teen
Long after. it - was gone, two lien thereon."
FIVE DAY FORECAST
nt it is mounted on some poles
Choreography;
Somerville, NJ..
fires smouldered harmlessly in
John L Morgan, "knowingly
The flight was made Wednesbenind the present city het
Jerry Morris, Paducah and Art
the scrubland far nut on the receiving stolen property.
By United Pres*
day at Palm Dale. Calif.
Bauernfeind, Niles. Mich, MUSIC.
Cape where two solid
The other t w o indictments
A district atBOSTON tr
It broke the previous record! KENTUCKY - Temperatures tip of the
The eeel weather has made the
C. D. Wickliffe. Paducah. Cosperiod. Thursday fuel engines used to boost the were not released by Circuit
Azaleas keep their ebonies for tumes, Jackie Jones. Mayfield, torney mad he will present evi- of 80.190 feet set last Friday , for the five-day
into the air fell away.
Clerk James Blalock.
dance to a grand jury today in by a French experimental plane,1 through Monday. will average Snark
a longer period than usual.
assistant costumes, Hugh Ashby,
The boosters made a great
The full Grand Jury report is I
last Saturday's the Trident 06. at Istres. France.1 four to eight degrees below the
with
ion
donneM
-President
Slaughters, make - up, Jerry
WASHINGTON
follows:
normal of 64. Warming splash of flame on :he launching
rease.nal
which
I
in
Air
rioting
roll
White.'
much
'n'
very
reek
is.
be
will
plants
These
Gen. Thomas
Shields, Sturgis. house manager;
and Friday, turn- pad and shook nearby beaches
the members of a Grand Eat nhc.wer today ordered withThursday
trend
injured.
were
the
peraank
so
more
year,
15
next
said
of
staff.
Force chief
,Iin evidence
Bill Tanner. Benton. and Herb
cooler over the weekend. with their roar when the 25-ton Jury of :he Calloway Circuit drawal of federalized Natienal
stub- winged sate fighter, pito ed I 'lla
then this year Literally hund- Lax. Paducah, sets; the script
County District Attor_
will average three- missile'took off. When the boos.- Court empanelled for the May Guard temps still remaining M
Precipitation
SUllfeik
Johnson,'
C.
Howard
reds of them have been sold will be handled by Joe Dyer,
one and one-half ers fell away, the Snark" turbo- Term, 1958. respectfully submit Central High Sch ,01 in Little
to
H. Bryne sasd he by Mai.
Garrett
quarters
ney
,
altitude
world
climbed to "a new
through the various outlets in Richard Lewis. Larry Wheeler,
Wok. Ark
and thunder- jet engine took over propulsion.
showers
as
the fol:owing report:
.nclictments were warranted
inches
the chty.
Al White and Ray Bledsoe; Vance on Inc bass of police statements record of 91,249 feet."
I
The Army. meanwhile, had to
, The Pr,, dent's order - was'rehewers Friday and Saturday,
recaltitude
U.S.
previous
shortThe
Ramage. Murray. curtains.
its
ef
We return herewith 3 indict- i:syed by Army Secretary-. Wilpossible continuing in east por- put off a launching
and interviews with wanesses
76,928 feet established tion Sunday.
Which reminds us that Edgar
George Easley. Fulton, and
range Redstone ballistic missile ments_
bsr M. Brucker to Maj. Gen
brawl outside the Boston ord Was
the
to
tiler-ley has a new delivery Charles Walston, Murray, public
I on April 16 of this year by a
eg
utiln
cennea
II
ko, by ed
ile
Wednesday because of unspec.fia acer
W
A Ltt
1nr at
:e
ss
l;
Eef
,,f
arena
F104
The
Indiafighter.
Turner,
Fill'
truck
Paul
Grumman
relations.
Rock,
ed "technical difficulties." The
As a part of our offiCial duties,
Jockey Alan • .
Disc
York
Aircraft
manager;
Lockheed
by
business
built
is
napolis, Ind.,
missile was to be fired by a we have inspected the various . i hone about 9:15 am., cell.
master of cermunes Corp and powered by .a General
Baxter Silerey is undergoing a Bill Presson. Murray. Ticket Freed 13a
team of trainees and was wit4in buildings a n rt other proper!ri The trooss have been stationparty.
roll
'n'
rock
the
!at
faculty
engine.
Parsons.
Electric J79
construction program. He is go- manager, and Dr
14 minutes of blastoff before owned by the County, including ed at •Central High School since
Several women were among
eptember to eresim, a
the Calloway Co u n I y Court fast
a, Mg to use the larakkrig next advisor,
Johnson. 37. of Novato. Calif..
'he trouble developed.
as
asraulted
or
Injured
those
The Pony League tryouts will
deor and has already krecked
the air for only 27
' and Jail, the County racial integration 'escier by US
House
in
was
frenzied teen-agers poured out nlinutes in Wednesday's flight. be hc:d Saturday morning. May
a' hole .throtqlh the inside
Health Center and the Home, District Court.
of the arena. A 19- year - old He took off from the Lockheed , 10. at 9:30 on the College baseWill just about double hi. store.
maintained for the indigent citiin a statement. the President
criticaland
stabbed
sailor was
zens of the County.
tag center near Palm Dale.! ball field. Due tie wet ground'
he was withdrawing the
said
perthree
ly wounded. At least
Our inspection of the Health 1
Calif., at 9:40 a.m. (p.d.te and, at the park it is necessary
Next Tuesday is the day for
of May 29 He said
were robbed. landed at JO:07 a.m.. (pArte.
'
t:cws a
go to the college field.
Center. indicates that the general there
free pidstm of trash and debris Wiidneeday's complete record Vol. sons reported 'hey
world be "no further pre_
was the
effort
indictment
The
and
building
the
of
Put
city.
the
in
homes
lows:
horn the
sent need for the guardsmen"
34
lateat in a series of developChances equipment thereto is in sassWASHINGTON if.
it out in front next to the curte ..- Census
the schsol because its surncalls
Who
Freed,
invelvang
65
ments
being
is'.
importing
and
zoo
'
condition
Beds
ory
fact
Adult
next Thesday and a city truck
efeattay., American
re-imer recess starts May 28.
te'-tpr
wick
ef
"father
the
Commtihimself
the
by
31
maintained
Beds'
from
eaene
-properly
Emergency
wilt be by to pica It up.
a rare giant panda
'The' Presedint-eitteesKed hope".
" AN a result of the Boston
5
Patients Admitted
Wit China looked dim today sponsible employees. V.f.e. would 1I that local oificials and citizens
•
•
cancelled
41
authorities
were
the
there
incident
that
for
0
note. however.
Patients Dismissed
although the bidding
their fug re'A Ad "aseurne
TO ATTEND MEET
scheduled performances of the
New Citizens
Teddy Bear-like animal was up several cracks in the ceiling '
and clitOy for seeing
opinsibihty
hich
w
,
Haven,
Monday
New
from
in
Freed troupe
plaster in the building
Patients admitted
tes..$25,000.
t - the enders _of the federal
to
-N ., arid Troy.
Dean „L. Matt Sparkman erf 10:00 a.m. to Wednesday - het. irerr. MTh., Newerk.
To import i ahda would be Should be repaired in 'nrder de_
cunt . are not obstructed" and
churctieS:
Mrs.
‘
Murray State -College will leave
Mrs. Galen Pace. Hardin;
1•11.1Y. In addition, city officiate - Commencement Week will litraindist
breaking the U.S. embargo on prevent further damage and
that it would not be necessary
Prof. Sparks came to Murray all trade with Red China. A terioration in the building.
Friday morning foe Atlanta, Ga., Gilbert Lee Rougemorit. Dover, in New Britain. Conn., Wednes- bring two outtetanding speakers
oss .sra-try put federal to- ps back at
Cotnegt in 1948 as an as- State Department spokesman said
trip
insPecliori
Stale
Our
that city out-,,fruled
to attend the Southern Regional 'Tenn.; Mrs. C. Lawrence Jacob, day
ta tbe patrons and students :If eociate prafeasor of education
the school.
Quality Etluca tion. 706 Elm; G. 0. Pace, Hardin; Mrs. bounds to rook 'n' roll shines.
Courrl
"I would be surprised" if the County Home maintained for
White H 'use Prez Secretary
commun ty. Froin Mayheild, where he had
The meeting is scheduled for G. T. Wofford, Rt. 5, Mrs. CrawWednesday rush*, however. -a Alpo High School
ban were relaxed to let the indigent citizens of the County
Hagerty said that. as
ford Barnett, Rt. I. Almo; Tho- perterenance went on as schedThe baccalaureate sermon will served as principal of Mayfield zoos buy one of the while-faced revealed certain minor repairs James C.
May 9 *rough 11.
and replaments that might be far as he le.new, there had been
mas Buchanan, 7706 Kenton. uled in Providence, R.I., but be .given by Dr. Morris H. High Scheel. He was made head creatures.
between t h e
City commissioners at St. Paul, made to the buildings and fur- no conreultationi
THREE ACCEPT INVITATIONS Chicago, 111.; Mrs. Parvin Wilson, with strict restrictions, as laid Ste -terl. Sunday evemrig, May 11 of the Department of, Education
I.
President and other administrafor
Jerry
needed
are
Tenn.;
which
request
d
Buchanan.
nishing
n
a
formal
1952.
1,
1,
invocation
July
Rt.
a
sent
ReynThe
Walter
8:00.
Minn.,
Calif.
Mayor
at
by
Dave
down
COMPTON,
who are tion officials and Gov. Orval E.
tty
.
Sime of Duke. Ray Norton of Lynn Conner. 805 Sycamore. Or- olds. About 3.500 teen agers ben diction will be given 0
Prof. Sparks holds an Ed. D. to the State Department Wednes- the comfort of those
Morris,
things Faubus of Arkansas in advance
These
Ivo
Home._
a
5;
the
so
Rt.
in
living
Jenkihs,
exception
of
an
pastor
ville
make
Herring,
to
San Jose State and Leamon King
attended the "Big Beat" show Bro.- Robert
(Doctor of Ekitscation) degree day
enumerated to the of today's order.
of California - all of whom RI. 3; Mts. James L. Daniell in the Rhode Island auditorium- Flint Baptist Church
frim the University of Ken- St. Paul sou could get a giant have been
County Officials and we have
have equalled the world record and baby boy. Rt. 3; Theodore
.Dr. St reud is a well-known tucky. He received his M. A. panda.
Akio in attendance were 20
St.; Mrs.
Theodore H. Reed, director of been assured that the necessary
of 9.3 seconds for the 100-yard H. Clack, 1002 Olive
uniformed policemen. a , detail MesbUdist minister, who trans- degree (ruin the. University of
FIND LOST PATROL
. Con- Kentucky and his A.B. degree the National Zoological Park action will be taken without
dash - have accepted invitations Gene Landolt, 1002 Payne.
of pl'ainclothes police men and ferred into the Memphis
6,
May
from
such
including
dismissed
of
pandas
the
necessity
giant
Patients
four
only
to compete in alb Compton track
women and a group of Youth ference from Colorado. Before from Transylvania College, Lex- here, said
COPENHAGEN, Denmark IPin litd individual items in this report.
1958 to May 7, 1955.
and field meet June 6.
representatives his pastorale at M.ayfieki First ington, Ky. He also attended are in captivity. All are
Board
Service
two - men Denieh military
A
last
the
has
did
feel,
as
do
one
We
unless
Mrs. Ted Potts and baby girl,
said,
who volunteered as chapemnes. Mettvetiet Church. where he is Bethany College in Weise Vir- China. he
had
whelk
pa'ml
dr:I-sleigh
Cain,
C.
that
G.
County,
animal
Grdve;
this
of
The
Jury
Grand
Lynn
to Moscow.
M. 1,
VOORHEES WINS
Freed, who was master of c.mpleting his fourth year, Dr. ginia and had • one year of taw been sent
wilderClark, Rt. 1,
of Tibet. One is some additional work should be been miming in the icy
native
a
is
ROME `1P - Wayne Van Voor- 1111Vine; Mrs. Roy
Superintendent
as
show,
served
Beton
Stroud
at the University of Kentucky.
since
and ceisenionies at the
on sale in Peiping now to the done on, the - road from U.S. ness of eastern Greenland
hees of Palm Beach, Fla., won Dexter; Mrs. Hpward Jobe
of the Dyersburg District. Other
In addition to his duties at
Dover, Tenn.; did not appear.
Highway 641 to the County April 18 has been sputed by a
bidder.
highest
his opening match In the Italian baby girl. Rit. 2,
have
Earlier, Freed went into Com- pastorates in Tennessee
Murray State College, P r o f.
Mrs.
The Como Park Zoo in St. Home. This road is in bad stale Danish air force plane, it was
International tennis championship Harvey Carr, Rt. 2, Cadiz,
sarnssille, Sparks is quite active in proS. 11th; mon Pleas Court in New Haven been in Memphis. Br(
announced ',sclay The pilot of
offered. $25.000 for the of repair.
Paul
Monday but Louise Snow of Crawford McClure, 506
in an unstiocesedul attempt to and Covington. Besides Mayfield fessional erhwation organizations
Our inspection of the Court the plane reported the ;we men
animal through a New York
Bakersfield, Calif., and Isabel Mrs. Joe Todd and baby girl, obtain an injunction to keep Dr. Stroud has served as pastor being college
representative on agent. 0.ther institutions bidding House and County Jail, and appeared to be all right and
Carpenter,
Troccolo of New York bowed Dodson; In. William
ter, Tenn.; Mrs. Tom Mayor Richard C. Lee tram en- of churches in Greens:ill, Ky.; the KEA planning board, and for the panda were Chicago's ir,cluding the various . offices in sere.
,
'
r
1,
Rt.
round
first
the
in
out
fording a ban on a perfomeance Louiaville. Ky., and Merganifield, he is chairman of the state CoTn- Brookfield Zoo and the Bronx the Court House. convinces us
Waldrop, 1603 Ryan
Kentucicy
Mission of Teacher Education Zoo in New York.
by the Freed troupe tonight.
of the excellent judgment used
SIG CRANE
Dr. Harry Sparks, hoad of the and Professional Standards of
Sidney Cetien, promoter of
TREATMENT FAILS FOR 2
Before the Communists took by the Fiscal Court in providing GERMANS GET
at
Education
d
n
ef
a
in
the
allow
Department
the
KEA. and president-elect over the Chinese mainland Mg'. the necessary funds to redecorate
Providence
fS
BREMERHAVEN. Germany IPS
Massachuse Its MIsrnay State Coalege, will de- of the KEA
SAN ANTONIO, Tex. l/I -Two Boston, charged
dame Chiang Kai-shek gave soma the Court House. We also desire
Since C'N'TrInf‘ to Murray, Dr. giant pandas to this country All to commend the Jailer for his -Europe's largest Pawing crane
children flown to Brook Army authorities were "trying to.. un- liver the graduatitn addreses to
twenty - three seniors, Wednes- Sparks has taken an attive part have died add no American zoo work in keeping the Court House has been turned over to the
Medical Center for special treat- dermine bur concerts."
VII1T1111 PRESS
The Newark sponsor, Izzie day evening, May -14, at 8:00. in the work of t h e Murray now has line.
clean and in keeping- the corri- West German Defense Ministry
ment of severe burns have died.
Reed said almest every major dors and Court Room clean and by the U.S. Army here. T h e
The victims were Leslie Dean of Oravee, said he would Picket Invocation and benediction will Methodist Church .He is teaches
protest be given by Bro. Layne Shank- of the College Sunday School zoo has a "lesser panda." But free of unnecessary congestion. 250-0ton crane. which is powered
in
Hall
today
Partly Fort Walton Beach, Flee and City
Southwest Kentucky
its own motor, can b.ft up
cloudy and warmer today with Sylvia Silva, Glen 'Cove, N:Y. against the ban on Saturday's lin. pastor of the Independence. Claw and is a member of the he said thats animal is nothing The over-all appearance of the by
Bethel and Brook. C'h a pe 1 official board of the church.
show.
Court House is far better than to 200, tons.
Both were five. years old.
like the 'giant panda.
(thence of scattered showers
2all
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MURRAY,
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KENTUCKY
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U.S. Flag Once
Had 15 Stripes

HAZEL
Route 2
News

•UBLISMED by LEDGER & TIMES PUBLISHING COMPANY, Inc
"onsolidation of the Murray Ledger, The Calloway Times, and The
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A'e r
ve the right to reject any Advertising, Letters to the Editor,
or Pu c Voice iterns which, in our opinion, are not for the bast
ntercs of our readers.

ad you
SALEM. Ma-e
ever see an Arneriwn flag with
15 strimee instead of the uautal
13"
There is suds a flag at the
Peabody Madam. the net ion's
&dealt museum. dating from 18-

"Winter" is here again this
JATIOTtIAL REPRESENTATIVES• WALLACE WITMER CO.. 1361
Looks like we will
Monrole Memphis, Tenn, 2a0 Park Ave., New York: 207 N. Midst-a morning
have an early Xmas.
gan Are,. rnicago, SO Bulyston St., Soston.
Glad you are writing "Seen
Sntereil-et-the_yost Office, Murray. Kentucky. for •hanamialicat al and Heard" again.
Matter
Class
second
and Mrs. W. H. Curd
_Mr
moved home last week.
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-Juimay Mallet 11:ts . had a bad
_
spell .4 lonsilins. and Jan has
SOME ACTION NEEDED
nad chicken-pox. Ft•,th are better
at
and hope they aren't sick any
•—
•
more as they have had measles
of the streets around the court square
and been -sick most of the win'er.
several
for
weeks
interest
lively
topic
of
a
hail- been
Mrs. Hezbee Wilson is conlee
ww. ind the sentiment is almost completely in-favor of fined to her 'bed now Uncle
Buddy Allbritten bettter some
_
the siroject.
days and suffers most of the
Chamber
the
through
originated
The propositiou was
time Wish speedy recoveries for
of Canmerce and the Murray Planning and Zoning Com_Mr_ and Mrs. - Glen Farthing
mis:4On, with the idea that widened streets would make
of St. Louis. Vo.. and Bubba
more
the Cpurt square not only more attractive, but also
Hill of Henderson. Tenn., were
week-end guests of their parents.
spac: would be devoted to the traffic lanes.
Mr and-Sfrs. Lassiter Hill.
Itermislion to begin the project rests with the Call
Mr' .and Mrs George Osborn
WaYZounty Fiscal Court.
were Sunday afternoon callers
.public improve- f Mr and Mrs. Joe H. Curd.
the idea is an excellent one and is er
Mr. and Mrs. Gene White and
time. The "'heed
for
•some
needed
been
has
ment which
sons were week-end guests.of
for Otis project grows !finite as time passes.
Mr. and Mrs. Hardy Miller and
th
4
:e city will • pay-for the work thine on the south soh.
and:a-est sides of the square and the state will pay for
Diana Carroll of Paducah visitand east sides.
ed her grandparents. _Mr. and
SA, that:On the north

pHE:wideni.ng
1.

and Mrs. George Linville." The
Craig. and Mrs_ Linville visited
Mr. and Mrs. Hubert Wilson
Sunday. afternoon. Other callers

Mr. and Mrs. Allbritten-ind. tam
Mrs. A. W. Simmons. Mrs. Noah
her home Sunday. Mrs
carro
M
Wilson. Mrs. Clarice Gregory,
know that 'Judge Waylon Rayburn feels that tftis
Morgan an daughter were
Mrs. Lassiter Hill. Mrs. Oren
guestscof
hte
Carrots
Sc is asbig responsibility of the county government, and We else Sunday
Simmons. Taylor B u ca n a n,
of Paducah_
Diana Carrel:, Mr. and--Mrs. Joe
knots- too that he wants to be fully cognizant of all the
Mr. and Mrs Hilton Williams
However. several and daughters and Mr. and Mrs. H. Curd and T
detiprls before any action is taken.
_
-we4is haN e passed since the. proposition was .first Audre# Simmons were Sunday
Mr and Mrs. Joe _Linville of
night supper guests ot Mr. and Hoyle Oak. Mich. were Thursday
Court.
0 brolkhed to the Fiscal
-Mrs A. W. Simmons..
night guests of Mr and Mrs.
m
Mr and Mrs. Oren Simmons Cooper Tht.mas and family. also
bince everyone is in favor of the project and the
were Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs. Kenny Williams Of Paris.
Bureau has endorsed it. we feel sure that Judge Mrs Lewis Carr and children,
Mr and Mrs. Eunice flousden
urn has investigated the project to his full satis- near Calvert City.
Ra
ferrety and 'NTT -and- -Mrs-.
r. an
e fac on and will. yield to popular sentiment and give
and Tom
- were Friday Oris Falwell and chilrden, Billy
future.
. histermission in the near
and Saturday guests of Mr and Allbritten and Ritchey Grogan
•
Mrs. Buford Barton and son and attended the Paris Fish Fry.
• •
.04 Niurray. And her parents, Mr. attended the Paris Fish Fry.
Mr and Mrs. Hugh Curd and
Kirksey Rt. 2 News
•
aria Mrs Al Fatless of .Kirksey Enjoyed the paraoks and etc.i son of Baltimore. Md.. are visitFreue Broaan doe grandregardless
of
rain.
'•
1-:FD 2.
ing Mr and Mrs. _Hugh Miller
:er Katherine of Murray
de
Mrs. Roy Craig and son were!
Ars. Will Belcher has bee
and children a few days. Mr
7
with Mrs. Cora Carrie.;
visi
Sunday dinner guests of Mr. l
a' her flome.hi.osever
and Mrs Kenneth Grogan were
Sa: day afternoon.a. f nis time.
Sunday night guests.
Jennie- Cox of near Kirk.
Met Georg
hea and Mrs. and h,r pupil; from Kirkseyi Hoping sun shines. and rains
se%
en. to Memphis iast %seek
lp care ter her eck grand- . George .CafeI visited Bessie school on the television from 1 stop long enough fcr farmers to
to
auty shop Wednesday Nashville at Saturday. They did get some tobacco ground ready
Parker'
son•
a taxi job.
soon. Very little -gardening done
and got permanent.
Star% Mrs. Harry Radford is afAwfulle, starry . to hear of the
Mrs Annie Evans and .family around here.
in zuch a bad --hape _She h
meCtelh she of near Gllbertsville visited in the
been sick three : four monthir: .death
Bro. Jay Lockhart will preach
home of Rex aPrker Friday.
and was :awe our neighbor.
• lainieratulat. e
to
as usual Sunday morning. but
lots
of
had
have
fl
We sure
arrive'.
Mra Ted Pot.There was a household shower AO night services as he will be
or V neve deneShle ,- born atthe 'rain. if :he iild saying be.true gun at the Murray Elec,ric at New Concord for the bacdays
of
rail
16.14ra Hove
t.
Slintam from 1-:20 to 4:30 Satur- ca labreats services.
Thursday. - tie %Pet have fifteen
" an
rs. -Paul McGee Mine May as it rained the firet day day afternoon. May 3. in h ,nor of
Mr and Mrs. Max Mathis and
Flerida t Mrs. Clay SrInth is !fume from Mess Martha Garand and Harold
vaeationeti
ly and ott their way home Murray Gcnerat Huspital. and. is Lassiter who evill be married real daughter of Illinois have been
re
soon.. They received many nice %is:tine relatives here and at
lasted Mrs. McGee's sistenl better les writing.
Paris, Tenn.
James Sneltor. and family , Nice t- see Mrs. Lillie Farris :cr.(' useful gifts.
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. And You Get Top Value
—STORE

HOURS —

Remai:
in Murray
son of M

MONDAY THRU THURSDAY
8:00 to 6:00

and Cpl.
Murray, t

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY

8:00 to 8:00

For Luscious Pies and Desserts .

Packers Red Sour Pitted

herries 5 75
LI. gtftc
0 Can

Ira

Shortening

• • •

frostes,
Homer

Healthy Hearty Dixie Dandy

Refreshing and Healthful Sealtest

Colorful, Tasty Kroger

Tender, Tasty, Plump

2tans
21/2

Fruit Cocktail _

75c

Bush

e 303
grans

75c

4 303
cans 75c

Shellie Beans
Bring Out Flavor With

Sweet Kroger

Pear Halves

a) 2112 7Cc
— — —U cans I s)

69c Yams _ —

/
1
2
Gal.

Ice Cream — — — _ _

Lucius. Sun

Woodard
A fan
Mrs. Noa
children
Kathleen
Dr. R
--alter-meet

et. Virg
— —cam Iii'

Tomato juice

U.S. S
.witation fi
'
State Coil
ed today.,

Mr. a:
his broth

Zasty, ftauai tha Clack Refresher ...

Pure. Light, Samosa and Whits — Kass

a

Kroger

Catsup

ottlTs 75c
4 Ib4

Spreads, Slices, Toasts, Melts Perfectly . . . Kraft

ehreeta 275
Sturdy and Celerful

Big Tender and

Dish Cloths —1- — —

11

2-Lb.

Contains valuable coupons
worth $1 50 in purchase of Kroger Products.

A Treasury of Good Cooking !

Beautifully illustrated In Color .

•
„„ 34
49

14 em 7Cc
U cans 10

FIG BARS 49c

Dog Food

oath

Cake

er

c9c

only

Country Club Frozen Chicken, Beef

Potted Meat

TI

E

FTjay
luffy Fresh Golden Sno

K

The
T
Hornemaire
of Mrs.
fl'hursday
seven-thie
Mrs Gt
dernonsera
fancy sax
decoration
James Br
on "The
She was
Boyd. Mr
in her le
nhaeng t
homes ar
has to ha
people f,
home. Slh
impcmtanc

Package

16
tatoirs 75.

Full Flavored Circle

4

Meaty Libby Dup

F.,75c Brown Beans

Perk Up Your Pet With Tony

Sport Coupe

I

303
Cans

Cook Book

hi Ar•

Te

•

1958

Stamps With Every Purchase.
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let Ai/ 4-Dooe Sedan

John

er

prollet.
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e44tt
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The original flag. as mode by
Betsy Ross, had 13 etr.pes as
d:es the one today But as the
hatien started au grew and added
Kentucky and Vermunt to the
origrral 13 ?nee-F., both a star
and a keine were added for
eact state
Samuel S. Reid, a naval asplain during the War 4 1112,
Mb that a contenteince of this
ettatum would resubt in a poorly
baaanced tig. He suggested
Oongress that the number off
>tripes be 'reduced to the original 13 and mainttened at that
number, and - that only an add:non:ad star - be ackied Sr each
new state. Ilia idea was adopteti, but. from 1794 to 1818 the
flag ckd have 15 stars and
15 stripes.
The 15-stripe flag on desplay at the local museum .s the
flag of C1eapatna's Barge. America's: hese ocean-genng yacht..

Ft*

\

T'RSD A

f'4414‘• /

or Turkey

5

Pot Pies

For $1"

•••••

Tender, Juicy Pork

••

eel

Ao

Sport Sedan

Loin Roast 49'

lei Air 2 Doer Sedan

CHEVY'S LOWEST PRICED OF THE LOW-PRICED
THREE IN ALL THESE POPULAR MODELS!*
tier('tops and es agons costs lrs

than any comparable

Mery whaenr of every Chevrolet
tie Safety Plage Glass.

ligoGESTED

UST

?VICES POI COM1A1A1111 VI mODELS.

The only

Crispy-Freih Kreger Kwick Krisp

Deliciously Sugar Cured

Sliced Bacon

Smoked Jowls

t..

- Ground Beef

model in .the low-Fru-ed. three. No ot.bc:4s arc,so
big. so bratitifol—et go so eas% on tour boidget!
••••to

Large Piot;

ear it the low-price

_

Tender

57 inor
Y

-

.1••-

/
n Ialt

Vet

Flew Packed

Bologna

Lb.

-

Lean and Meaty

49c

55c

Spare Ribs

Lb.

Perch Fillets

Fryer
Parts

si

Breasts , • . . lb 79c
Legs . . . lb. 69t

U.S. No, 1 Size A Idaho Baking
Biscayne 2 Door Secloa

lhoolneoeci 9 Possonger Station' Wagon

es

4

Fine ffeik

4 Earf' 35c Spinach

Cabbage

_

........•••••••••- •

Lbs. 29c

Wr
•1111•••

--•,•••••••

Pewter TIN flI5i

T

I

Thighs
Wings

5c

YELLOW

SQUASH

MONO.*

•

•
•

•

•

.
I Ji,e7
.
- 4$.
1144

al.W.

: • •

••••

•-••••oor-onn

itoo

•• •

lb. 29c.

Qu•ntities

••••••••••

a

"*" ' •

NV
(

-r;z37' 4
.4137.--72,
cw

1'1
(- 1

, ARTICHOKES
each 29

441

-AM..•••••*••,••••

0

69c

Oe.

•

lb 69c
lb 35c

Pr

Radishes — —

KENTUCKY

__

_2

Crlspy•Frish Red Button

HOLCOMB CHEVROLET
MUft RAY,

Lb.
Mesh
Bag

Pulkad Fresh

s•cv Grit
,

1J. S

CGril

See yo,o- local a4ithorizeri Ch•-rrolel dealer
••

•

7 Rib
Loin
Lb.

•

Peery one of these low and livch ChevroIrt VIsedans,

•

9' Loin Roast, lb. 55c—Whole or Half Loin, lb. 59c

...,'-V4kve.1.10E4016W

-

•
•
.
I

•

4.4

•
10
,

•

•
a

•

makReorsossmiisio.
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BIBLE THOUGHT FOR TODAY

TIMES-

PAGE

#.

He must increase, but I must decrease.
John 3:30.
When we forget ourselves as we exalt
Christ, our witness is effective, and we find
the truest joys of Christian discipleship.

is

8

.4' Ten Years Ago Today
Ledger & Times File

I

Remains of two World War Two dead will arrive
in Murray for burial this week are Pvt. Earl V. Grogan,
•zon of Mr. and Mrs. Clovis Grogan. Alrurray Route 3, 1
and Cpl. James -Ralph Pate, son of Mrs. Pope Pate of
Murray, the Department of the Army announced today.
U.S. Senator Alben W. Barkley has accepted on iiiêv.itation to deliver the commencement address at Murray
State College, acting president M. 0. Wrather announced today.
Mr. and Mrs. Carney Rose of St. Louis are visiting
his brother. George Rose and family, and sister, 'Mrs.
Woodard Hicks, North Fifth Street.
A family reunion was held at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Noah Pendergrass Sunday, all children and grandchildren were present as well as other relatives. Mrs. 1
Kathleen Grand and family were home from California.
Dr. Rainey T. Wells was sneaker at the Rotary din_ AlLyter...?ftee44".4n..4.4"44.4 ma,,pday
receiving of invitations, how to
dress, introductions,, the arrival
and departure And the rofres:hmerits.
Mrs. Vernon Strywn gave the
Trwn
The
a.2it ri
Country devotion and Mrs. Tip Miller
.Hornernakers met M the home presided during t h e business
of Mrs. Castile E. Parker on meeting.
flihursday evning. May 1, at
seven-rthirty o'clock.
-Refreshments were served to
Mrs. G.srdon Moody gave a Mrs. A. J. Buchanan. Mrs. Sam
It
demonstration on how to make Spiceliand, Mrs. Frank D:bble.
Iszocz .aandatickea and .c a k
--Baruld -liouPer,_Mrs, James
ercorariones. After which, Mrs. .Taimslon, Mrs. Joe Sims, Mrs.
James Brown gave the lesson Vernon Shown. Mrs. T,ip Maier.
on "The Joy of Entertaining." Mrs. Eddy Shroat. Mrs. Allen
She was assisted by Mrs. Likryd Rugwell, Mrs. Max W. Co.,
Boyd. Mrs. Brown brought 'out Mrs. Lloyd Boyd, Mrs. Jim Irby,
r in her lesson that we all enjoy Mrs. Juhn Parker,. Mrs. James
sharing the hopltality of GOUT Brown, Miss Barbara and the
homes and a gracious hostess hoStess, Mrs. Parker.
ji has to have the ability to make The next meeting will be at
people feel welcome and
at the home of Mrs. Allen Rut-sell.
home. She akso brought ,Att the 1503 Sycam)re, on Thursday
importance of the wending and night. June 5. -

SMOKED SHORT SHANK PICNIC
ENTER
PRIZE CONTEST

AND

WIN
'A

'01

3 BEDROOM
WOMEN'S CONOR

HOME
- 7T COUPON

WITH...

NO CHARGE FOR SLICING
All Kinds of Cold Cut; - Ham Salad - Chicken Salad Macaroni Salad - Pimento Cheese
BAR-B-Q CHICKEN

1141.7-Castle Parker
frostess To T & C
Hometnakels-

75c
75c

C
;

4

TIRE SALE

)C

New Low,Prices
$17"

lield

Carrots

ESS
WIENERS

10-LB. BAG FANCY

49

Field's Best Grade

1-1b. box

BACON

IC

a

35.

39.

59

IC
29c

lor •

CUT RITE

125-FT

25

DIAMOND

Napkins If 25c

TONY

1 4-1b. Box

DELITED

Dog

29

FOOD
3cans 250

EARLY JUNE

ON LARCE JAR

PEAS

VIET pll
i
PRESERVES 2for 3W
BLACKBERRY

Glen Valley

DARIMIX

12-0z.

DRY
MILK

290

PARAMOUVT DILL

16-0z.

17-oz. Can

29c

PICKLES

39
°

IPANA

PUFFIN

TOOTH PASTE
Large Size

BISCUITS
9c CAN

tal.11.

$14"
7.10, la blarkaall
tube-type. Plus tail
and rerappobie tire.

RKE

/
(400D7vimin
tont s

2for 25
WAX PAPER
29

BORAX

JE11:0
ave9Rtiume

TEA

YOU PAY AS LITTLE AS $1.25 A WEr.XI
'1

CLEANSER

BIG BROTHER
"7

6.70 2 IS
blacketan
tube- type
plus tits end
recappeble tire

Fits recent models of
Dodge, Buick, Nash, Olds,
Mercury, Pontiac and
Hudson.

OLD DUTCH

20 MULE TEAM

3

Box

Plu• tita and
recappuble tlre

.
S

VELVEETA CHEESE

1-Lb. Tray Pack

Fits older models of
Plymouth, Ford,
Chevrolet, Hudson,
Nash and Studebaker.

1

KR AFT

without

values in other
sizes, too

b 69c
b 35c

1

2-1b. box 79

large 46-oz. can 2W

lb

Fits recent models of
Ply mouth, Ford,
‘•rotet, Hudson.
NIZ4h and Studebaker.

33c

•A

CAKE
MIXES

-Bacon ORANGE JUICE Don't let tins week
go by

<>Super-Cushion
byGOODAEAR

t..

119

BIG BROTHER

SLICED

$ 1295
'

doc SWANS
Down

CRACKERS

.10°

on/f

10c OFF GIANT SIZE
,, Ale
swattS
L'Otar
•

FLAVOR-KIST

4
.2

Trade away your.
tire troubles...

59c

INSTANT

Idaho Potatoes 59c

lb

3T NYLON
6.70 - 15
Only

59c

86c
59c

BROIL or CHARCOAL

1-LB. CELLO BAG FRESH CRISPY

111:12:
rt_i
rr

75c

120 OFF KING SIZE

Bilbrey's

!VIM'

FOOD, MARKET

•

310
Large 24-0s. Can

STARK 1ST

Tuna
35C

49*

NORTHERN

3 ROLLS

SILVER DUST
GIANT SIZE

Reg.
Size

310

#BREEZE RINSO BLUE
790
25°

Fkeg•
Bars

p.

•

•

,
..44.444440.3.1444
,
1.14

Alit4S00
•

a•

•
•

4amar4011iNai.',44‘11...sis-:•z, aAni.16,40-

----+wer,
_7-4.0-zrz,maiamtarmsau

•

--.........••••••••••••••••11

41011eb. 7".••••

1.•

21glrieggrlegVirer

•.•••
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PERSONALS

WOMEN'S PAGE

Ilrodlams0
Quip N•vins

Leohie Landolt. Editor

Tolopisose 1485

••••

Eastside
Homemaker,
•Ilhe
me of
Club v.-in meet * the
Mrs. Akfrod young at 1:00 in
the afternoon. .,
•• • •
The Wesle)ian Circle of the
Firs' Methodist Church w. i 11
meet at 7:30 prn, in the thurch
sochal hall
5 •••
The Arts and Crafts Club will
meet in the horn.. of Mrs Maym.. Randolph Poplar Street, at
2:36 in the afternoon.
••••
Friday, May 9
The Nirth Murray hi-ariernsk- ' The West Hazel Homemakers
-.,rs Cub will meet at 1:30 in Club will meet in the home of
-he afiternoon in the home of Mrs. Dom Nesbit& at 10:00 in the
••••
Mrs. John Workman.

Cub will meet in the home of
Mrs ChM'rd Miller a: 1:30 in I
the afternoon. '
•• • •
The 'BOudi Murray Homemakers w..11 meet a: 10:30 in the
mcrtnng in the home of Mrs
Olin Moore, North 16th _Street
Extended. A a.vered d • s Ii
.unch.on will be served. Each
inem'or is a.dred to bring flowers and inater.ala for use in
atidyng florw er arrangements.
•• •

SOCIAL CALENDAR
I
,

•

d

• •

,t

Altar Society Has
Meet At Home Of
Mrs. John Resig

•• • *

• REMNANT
HOUSE

SPEAS

APPLE CIDER or DISTILLED.

VINEGARS

it n Ited Press
Something's
Looey.
Stan (The
practicany in
a still-soaring .
age while the I
be slipping ch
with an awfully
II:sv Burdett,
sh1Wed the CI
the National Le
ncsday night w
victory. Burdett
Redbirds eating
with one not
pAusial, of cour
ai '
Slugging Star
quest of h
:le, drov,e‘ in
[..w. -with. a
a single.
.y seven hits
3,000. And
idea of pom
.i, the batting
150 points ahei
--

1000 YDS. - REGULAR '1.95
Ro

TONITE *

COTTON

THE SOUTHWEST WAS HIS
.21110111G GALLERY...
and ever/

4

Finest Quality Combed "DACRON & COTTON"
PRINTS from America's Best Known Mills. A combination of fashion's two most important yarns for
beauty and durability. In this summers newest
prints and colors. We honestly baeve this to be the
greatest Fabric Value we have ()fitted this season.
These fine Dacron and Cotton Prints now at le,-;
than half price.

badman
his target.

SOUT

a'

t.

4:8 /
4" A
1
"A
4
3
4x8 /
4x8 1/2" A
4x8 /
4" A
3
4x8 /
4" A
1
alx8 3/g" A
"A
11
/
"A
4
3
4:8 /
4:8 a/s" C
4x8 %" C
4
3
4x8 /
"C

• THIS SUMMERS MOST WANTED FABRIC

ml
mADISON,

• 45" WIDE, MACHINE WASHABLE
• IN ORIGINAL DESIGNERS PRINTS

IRE
HARD
MAN

PLYVS

We ha'

•DRIP DRY, NEED NO JIIONING
FIRST QUALITY, FULL BOLTS

M I LTO

By

•

"EIGHTEEN AND
and
ANXIOUS"
"GIRL in the WOODS"
Vennoins

f oti-x"r°

•

THuRaaL,
Stan TI
Space

PARIS, TENN.

212 W. WASHINGTON

DAC

* ENDS

•

Houston.
zine with Miss Betty Ligon as Key and Miss Ruth
chairman
Maim,
I the pmgram chairman.
NrS•
.at.. the
circle,
of
the
di
the
an
part
tak.ng
Others
OUge3itml were Mrs. Hurrsphelb meeting.

Mrs. Robert Jones
Opens Her Home
For Circle Meet

Mrs._ John Thomas Murdock
Mrs. Robert Jones opened her
and son, Ricky, of Madison, home on North Twelfth Street
Wisconsin, are the guests this for the meeting of . the Business
wi,ek of her parents, Mr. and Wernen's Circle of the Woman's
Mrs. John Workman, and her Missionary Society of the First
husband's parents, Mr. and Mrs. Baptist Church held on Monday
Phi/hp Murdock. While they at 7343._in the evening.
are here Mr. Murdock, who is
"The Doors South" v.-sas the
a member of the faculty of the
college' of agriculture of the' theme of the Program Presented
University of Wiseopsin, it tak - farm the Royal Service magahog the annual TVA bait
through the south.
haire returned to thelunciarie at
•• S •
Walled Lake, Mich., after visitMr. and Mrs. Hawley Huey ing relatives in the county and
and sun:. Dwayne and Kenneth. fishing on-- Kentucky Lake.

Howard Tin-, .th
Thursday. May 8
The WMS of the Flint Baptist
Woodmen C.rcie Grove 188
Church will meet at the church
I will otasers e family night with
at 700 pen.
• •••
! a potluck supper at 6:00 at the
The
laroteMitis
Homemakers , Woman's Club Heine. followed
1 by a apee.al prowarn. RecupgClub w.n. meet .n the home
will he g..‘.en to the oadeit
Mrs Bauxe Cochran at 1040_; bon
Mother present. the person prs:11it morning.
en. who has been a member of
Group III of the CWF, First
ohe.11iondmen C....rcle f o c the
Chriatan Church. v.-.11 meet in
greatest number of years. and
the.,ohureh parlor at 800 :n the
-..) ttw mother w h o hams the
everting Mrs. Gull:aerie Churcgreatest number of grancichilhill will be bosr-ess.
arm AE W....sirnen Circle Tr.:mot-1h sea invited •-.. MOT: and
Monday, May 12
the Firstz, Chris- , brns the Atzwure &slily and a
oroup IV
The Pleasant Grove Homehe
will
Drinks
lunch.
ba.ske:
j
w
meet
CWF
Chundes
lean
makers Club will met: today in
in :he home of Ars. E J. Win-.f furnished.
N the helfle of Mrs. Sadie Coch-_
•
•
•
•
nAlg at 9:30 in the ns.
ram.
,
, The htsne of Mrs. "cern Resig
• •• •
Program will be given ,oy Mrs.---. The Lynn Grove Homemakers
on Whitriell Avenue was the
The . Sigma Department of the seen. of the meeting of t Is a
tman's Club will met: at the
ar Soc.egy of St. Leo's Cathclub house at 7:30 in the evtn- olic Church he'd on Monday at
S.grna
be
wJJ
:ng. The program
--'„,4.1th the evening.
Gorey. eiaiss Law Se varto of Peru,1
Ala
Scouts
Taient
liost.tze. will be lloaxliames student at Murray 'Ste-te CAlege,
Lsi B.yd. Joe' R. Silos, Cody pres,ented the pr -gram on "Peiv
FOR THE BEST PICKLES
Russell and Z. C. Ernie
je _OhurFaiher Edwa
tirgrwhei.up iThè
Itus.sell led the
The Euzehan Class of 'the reek:elan' a the Rgsary.
F:rst Baptist Church will meet • The president, Mrs. Mac McIn the home of Mrs. Robert Raney, conducted the btainesa
Jones, 110 North 12th..„Street. at ruee"ang. Ftefrerhenents were
7:30 in the eveteng
by the hositse.
,wgi•
•• • •
Those prevent were Father
Rus"...1/.• Miss Ses-arro, Miss
Tuesday, May 13
McRaney.
The Potts/mown Homemakers Ste':a Seva rru. Mrs.
Mrs. Grover
Club wtil meet in the home of Mrs Eid Fenton,
pearsn—iii a lime to -Jorno., Mew. -Ed gnu. Mrs,
311 . 111T2Te-lro—
Rowan,
Brrant, Mrs. lirbert
be announced later.
Mrs Donald Payne, Mrs. Betty
• • ••
RohnvedThe Murray Soar Chapter No. Wilson. Mrs. Clarence
Nall, Mrs.
433 OPS will meet in the Ma- der. Mrs. vraliam
Mrs. Resig.
sonic 'jail at 71)0 in the even- Lee Mahr. arid
••••
.n'.
Mr. Gat Windsor gf Fulton.
BEETS • CUCUMBERS • CNIONS
vatted ir. Murray this pee week
Retie
his sister. Mrs
lents
Wednesday, May 14
The Hams Grove Holm:mak- Brown and brother. V. E. Winders Club will meet in the home sor and family. West Poplar
71 Mrs Clifton L. Jones.
Street.
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• SAVE $1.07 ON EVERY YARD YOU BUY

An
These

ROE F'RENCH Wit cirri
•;
-

"E

I.

• DuPONT POLYESTER FIBRE

SOUT1

412 N

PAR!:

ter
p.N

...ON

NS

COOL_ cgT
Li

MOTHER'S DA/

23
STAGG

,11

HE,
LOt
PRI

110

•

9
a.' Afte-noonet with !iced -trimmed
dickey. Pima cotton sheer with
triple satin strips. Orchid, blue,
aqua or pitalr.

b. Casual, handed with organdy. Wow.

PEG

er comhed cotton check With dohhy
dot, Tan, pink, blue or grey. 12-20.

/ "Touch of White" Rower trim on
Pima cotton voile print. Navy, Wei
blue. 12!4-22li.

h. Shirty/sot in houndstooth patterned
Pima cotton voile,self loop how trim.
Mack, pink. blue. 12iii•22!,

1677

CI

*

•
••••-••

of

• d. Floral stripe. Pima cotton voile, pleat-

1667

* Trims wi
* Safety ti
* Lifetime
* Recoil at
* Free side
* Start and
* 4 - 8- guai
Vacuum
40** Mower
Chrome
* 5 cutting

e. Pima cotton Iraf print coat ithle•
Aqua, orchid or black, all on white
.1
ground. 12-i.22V2, 12-20.

ti Shirtwaist In Pima cotton voile
with • linen•Ionk weave, white
embroidery trim. Blue, pink or
luggage. 12.20:

,rd surplice neckline. Pink. blue or
lilac, l4!j4
At 3604

Lo

e. °Shirtwaist, yoked with ribbon, lace.
Pima cotton' voile with 'linen -look
we_ive. Navy, bbck, blue or pink.
1121.1.22°5. • •

•

5473

•

11171/a1.1410

BELK SETTLE COMPANY

•I
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onsirman
ion at the

Stan The Man Musial Practically In Outer
A
Space With II
Soaring patting Average
•

1.411MMUMI1

JAIMPIA

By OSCAR FRALEY

criticized deal with the Braves
last winter, stopps4 the Redlegs
on five hits. The Cubs, meanwhile, pecked away at loser
Brooks Lawrence and Johnny
Klippstein for nine, including
three by Dale Long.
Homer.. rail Pirates
The San Francisco Giants beat
the Pittsburgh • Abates,- 8-4, -despite a barrage_ of four home
runs by the losers. The Pirates
tied a major league record in
the fifth when Bob Skinner, Ted
Kluszewski and Frank Thomas
slammed consecutive b em err.
Kluszewski hit his second homer
of the game with one on in
the seventh but it wasn't enough
to keep Bob Friend from suffering his -first defeat after four
straight victories.
Rookie Bob Schmidt's threerun homer featured a four-run
Giant uprising in the fourth
that stretched San Francisco's
lead to 6-1. Reliever Ron Blackburn gave up what proved to
be the deciding run in the fifth
Today's Games
when he walked Schmid/ with Cincinnati at Chicago
the bases full and' the Giants
Only game scheduled.
added another run in the same
frame. Red Worthington was the
winner.
Tomorrow's Games
Southpaw Curt Simmons scored
his fifst victory over the Dodgers Cincinnati at Milwaukee, night
In four years by pitching the Philedellottia 'at Pittsburgh, night
PLYWOOD AT WHOLESALE PRICES
Phillies to a 9-3 verdict.
Chicago at St. Louts, night
Granny Hamner and Stan Lo- LOS Angeles at San Fran., night
We have just received, a carload of plywood
pata provided the hard core of
and offer Lie1ot4owthg prices.
Philadelphia's-15"-hit 'attack with.
per
three hits apiece. Hamner had
GB
a single, double and a triple
W L Pct.
sheet
while Lopata socked a homer New York
10 4 .714
4x8 /
$3.22
1
4" A.D. Interior
and two singles. Carl Furillo Wirthing40
1
10 6 025
4x8 /
4.40
3
4" A.D. Interior
drove in all of Los Angeles' Wansas City 8 7 .533
21
/
2
4x8 1/2" A.D. Interior.
5.78
runs with a three-run homer in Baltimore
3
8 8 .500
7.26
4x8 /
3
4" A.D. Interior
•
the third. Rookie Knuckleballer Gleveland
10 10 - .500 3
4x8 1/4" A.C. Exterior
3.70
Fred Kipp Suffered the loss.
Boston
9 11
.450 4
4.92
Shal /
3
4"
1 A.C. Exterior
Detroit
9 11
.4,50
4
tigers., Nab • Sp*
6.24
4•11414.!_ A.C. Exterior
1.1-11-11“
4 -1-1
.267
OVeeTn---rti-e-ihr
ielftelin-Leatue,
8.21
4:8 /
3
4
" A.C. Exterior
Detroit and Washington split a
3.28
4x8 /
3
4
" C.D. Sheathing
twi-night twin bill, the Tigers
5.04
Yesterday's Games
4x8 /
3
4
" C.D. Sheathing
taking the opener, 5-1, and the
5.264
' Senators the nightcap, 11-4.
4x8 5/8" C.D. Sheathing Plugged
Detroit 5 Washington 1, 1st
The split kept the Senators Washington 11 Detroit 4, 2nd
An added discount for 26 piece lots
in second place, a game behind Chicago at Boston, ppd, min
These And Many Other Bargains Where
the league-leading Yankees.
• Oleve. at New York, ppd., ran
Reno Bertoia, sought' by the K. City at Baltimore, night, ppd.,
wet groundis
Senators all spring, Won the
"EVERY DAY IS BARGAIN DAY"
opener for Detroit with the
first grand-slam homer of his
career In a five-run first inning
Today's Games
against Camilo Pascual. Frank Detroit at Welhinigton
Lary pitched a unique game for Cleveland at New York
412 Market Street
Paris, Tenn.
the Tigers, giving up 13 hits
and striking out eight. He had
Phone 2730
SKIN ITCH
a shutout until the ninth when
HOW TO RELIEVE IT
Eddie Yost homered.
PARIS IS A GOOD PLACE TO TRADE
It was an entirely different
IN JUST 15 MINUTES
story in the nightcap. WashingIf not pleased. your 48c back
ton knocked out Jim Bunning at any &rug store. ITCH-MEin the second inning and Cenator NOT deadens itch and burning
rookie Hal Griggs checked the In minutes, kills germs, fungi ,,on
Tigers on seven hits. Clint Court- contact. Wonderful for eczema,
ney paced the Senators' 15-hit foot itch, ringworm, Insect bites,
attack with two doubles and a surfaces rashes. Today at Holland
single.
Drug Co.
MILTON

RICHMAN

IknIted Press Sports Writer

TEN N.
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vat

‘1

STAMT*21.,

Natiotiat1.,etvgitC

3i

a -

•

1

!OTTON"
1. A cornyarns for
s newest
to be the
is season.
6v- at less

SOUTHERN MILLWORK OFFERS

Tomorrow's Games

Clevek,nd at Ohtwego
Kan. City at Detroit, night
WaSitngton at New York, night
Boston at Baltimore, night

IU BUY

SET TICKET RECORD
SA.NIFIRANCISOD IPI - The
San Francisco Furty-Niners of
the National Football League
report an ail-time rcond of 30,400 season tickets have been
sold in advance for the 19313
season. The previous club high
of 20,737 was set last year.

COMPLETE

SERVICE and REPAIR
Guns Expertly Serviced

BRITT'S GUN SHOP
4th and Sycamore

glorious gicat arra
tI
A

stiii*

At Prices You Will Love For

-*OA

-1
4
07111

Mother's Da

0'6 • •

•

4

a

SOUTHERN MILLWORK of MILAN,
Inc.

.•

BIG

BIG

23-INCH

25-INCH

HEAVY DUTY
LONG LIFE

ENTIRE STOCK BELOW COST

g toUsed
in
lesTh
t
Oldsmobile!
Next Rocket
Is 4
New Engine
Rocket
se-414

PREMIUM ENGINE

Si

•

•

DRESS SALE

S698

Here is your big chance to pick
up a beautiful suit in wool or
linen you'll be proud to wear!

CUT TO BELOW COST!

And Up

Murray
Classic

Famous
LADIES'

SHEETS RAYON GOWNS
white $1.29

Jean Leslie
Coquette

Fine Rayon - Lots of
Style
Made to Sell
$1.29 Value

$1.79 Value

Beautiful Selection

Pad Cover

and

POLYETHYLENE

Colors

Wonderfully useful and
long lasting - made to
sell for $1.59.

and

$1.29 Values

A beautiful
Selection of
Dresses

at

410

98c

2 for S1.00

Washable
Cottons
you'll love
at
FACTORY
PRICES

With Style
and Quality
You Expect
to Find
Costing
$8.95 to 410.95
on Our
Racks

IRONING BOARD

Styles

DRESSES

DRESSES

2 for S1.00

LADIES' BLOUSES
Spring

1130 4-Cycle
414) H.P.

LADIES' SPRING

LADIES SUITS

STAGGERED WHEEL - SWATH CUT

.

Ebbets Field, now another empty
monument to the tea0t. which
made him a national figure.
They'll brace his neck and
shoulders and put him on a
*It board to try to get him on
his feet.
"But there is no muscle function below the shoulders and
he has sensation goonly intermittently as far as the groin," the
doctor warned.
Not a very bright picture but, s.
knowing Campy, there is always,
hope. Not too much, poisibISo
and yet he as a chance. That's all he ever asked - in this room
filled, with spectres or anywhere
else.

from CONSOLIDATED STORE....

American League

FABRIC

sent him out. Came back to
play a major part in five Brooklyn pennants and its only world
championship.
The, gold -embossed certificates
center.
which proclaim those triumphs
"If he regains no more function of the past still hang behind
than else has now, he could the big walnut desk, even though
never walk again even with the Dodgers are 3,000 miles away
braces."
in Los Angeles and Campy lieS
"It was comber setting. Rain motionless in a hospital bed
beat a dull dirge against the just across the East River in
windows of the office on Brook- Manhattan.
lyn's Montague Street. The large,
Even If . 5.
glass-topped desk was barren of
But, they hinted, Roy will be
the little personal items it bore a long time coming back this
in the days when the loquacious time - if he ever dues make
Rickey and the smiling O'Malley it.
held forth from behind it.
"Ten years ago he would have
There were a lot of ghosts
spent the rest of his life in
in the room as the 'doctors told
bed," one of them injected a
softly how Campanella, three
hopeful note. "But now we will
months after his injulf- still
work ettt csielf-help devices for
can move only his shoulders,
his hands so that possibly he
elbows and wrists.
can feed himself and maybe,
This was the room where roly- eventually, even type and live
poly Roy's voice squeaked high a useful life."
and merry every time be hold
There's a long fight ahead of
court at contract-signing time. him, longer and harder than
.
'any he ever faced at nearby
This was the rdom where het
cried when Rickey told him,
back in the long ago, that he
was being returned to the rnino,rs
to break the color line in the
American Association.'
All
"There is no way to tell how
come,"
the
can
far back he
doctors admitted.
Roy came back when Rickey

- SPORT PARADE -

United Press Staff Correspondent
NEW YORK
- It was a
medical consultation in a cemetery.
This was the room, still, decorated with mementoes of the
past, from which the destinies
of the Brooklyn Dodgers were
guided for so many years. Only
now two solemn doctors sat
behind the desk once occupied
by a pair of beaming 'baseball
GB barons named Branch Rickey and
W L Pet.
Walter O'Malley.
.580
13 '7
Chicago
Ancl neither of them gave
.632
IA
Milwaukee
12 7
Roy Campanella much chance of
1
13 9 .591
San Fran.
ever walking again.
9 .550 2
Pittsiburgh
11
"Total recovery would be very
Cincinnati
8 6 .500 3
unusual," said one as they an.4.50 4
Phaladeiliplta
9 11
nounced that the former Dodger
Los Angeles 9 13 .409 5catches, paralyzed in a Jan. 28
St. Louis
3 "14 .176 81
/
2 auto accident, had been transferred from a suburban hospital
Yesterday's Results
to a New York rehabilitation
Ohicag, 5 Cincinnati 1
Philaicarilphia 9 Los" Angeles 3
Oily games settedttled.
San Francisco 8 PititsbstriSi 6
Milwaukee 9 St. Louis 2

competitor - Cincinnati's Don
Hoak.
Ahead From Start
The Braves wasted little time
Something's scr e w y in St.
in starting the Cards on their
Louey.
way to their seventh straight
loss Wednesday night. Milwaukee
Stan (The Man) Musial is clinched the game in the first
practically in outer space with inning by hammering out Herrn
a still-soaring .529 .battingiayer- Wehmeier in a six-run barrage.
age while the Cardinals seem to Doubles by Hank Aaron arid
be slipping clear out of sight Frank Torre along with Was
with an awfully sore 3-14 record. Covington's two-run homer acIjew Burdette of the Braves counted for most of the damage.
shiWed the Cards .,
_ r into
Burdette chipped in with three
the National Lague
Wed- hits himself in coasting to his
nesday night with a fly -hit 9-2. third victory.
victory. Burdette had all of the
Redbirds eating out of his hand
Milwaukee outfielder Bob
with one not
exception. Hazle was struck on the head
ralusial, of course.
by a pitch thrown by reliever
Larry Jackson and although he
Slugging Stan, off and running was removed to a hospital, his
Is
i quest of his eighth batting injury was called not serious.
ile, drove, in both St. Louis
..is. • with. a pair of doubles
The Braves' victory kept them
I!' a single. He now needs a half-game behind the souped'y seven hits toward_ his goal up Chicago Cubs, who held on
3,000. And just to give you Is. first p:ace with a 5-1 victory
idea of pow Musial is doing ever the Cincinnati Redlegs.
in the batting race he is "only"
Southpaw Taylor Phillips, who
150 points ahead' of his nearest came to the Cubs in a muchBy
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$399

INFANTS

LADIES' CASUALS

LADIES' NYLON HOSE

DIAPER SHIRTS

Reg. $1.98 Values
51 GAUGE - 15 DENIER

1956 OLDSMOBILE 98 4-door Sedan, Two-tone tan.
All power. Kentucky license. A real clean car.

1st Quality - Full Fashioned

19S4 OLDSMOBILE Super 88 4-doer Hardtop. All
power. A real nice car.

49c

Solid ,
-=.
Blue and

1956 OLDSMOBILE Super 88 4-door Sedan.
white. Well equipped.
1956. OLDSMOBILE "S8 4-doof Sedan.
:Abite. Weil equipped.

1956 BUICIC Century Coupe. Premium tires. Red
and white. Sharp!
1955 OLDSIV1OEILE Super 88 4-door.
white. All power. A nice car.

Aed

and

1954 OLDSMOBILE Soper 88 4-door. Turquoise and
w hit... Kentucky license. A nice clean car.

•

1953 OLDSMOBILE ••98 4-aoor. Solid bIntk. Local
car.

Look At These Features!
41. Trims within 4-S" of walk or hedge
.* Safety Engineered
* Lifetime guaranteed steel base
* Recoil starter
* Free side chute leaf mulcher
* Start and stop gas throttle control on hand-le
* 4-8" guaranteed steel ball bearing wheels
Apir Vacuum action lifts grass up allowing it to be cut evenly
* Mower comes completely assembled except for handles
handle v.," tubing
* Chrome
* 5 cutting height adjustments

1952 CHEVROLET Sport Coupe. Local car. Ready
•
t,, g t).
1951 OLDSMOBILE Club Coupe. Light blue finish.
1951 CHEVROLET 4-door. tlack finish. Clean tis
•
a hound's tooth.

GOODYEAR STORE

INFANTS

MEN'S
and
BOYS'

STRAW
Toyo

SPORT
SHIRTS

210 East Main

Phone 886

Made to Sell
For $10.98

Floral & Solids

Cool and cornfortable for
Summer!

Checked - Washable
Top - Snap Crotch

Men's 57.95 Value

2°0.00

DRESS OXFORDS

BOYS' PANTS

All Sizes - Many Patterns
111. Black
• Brown

IVY LEAGUE

698

Reg. 490

v
-

• •

••••••rir--7-.406 .
ougimiar•Worisostrwo.
'

*

C

•

98

Is or Tan Heavy
iwill - Reg. $2.98

CONSOLjupggp STORE
J

----law"ii°16.411112.6114111:111111,4=-1,-..-

98

$

CAPS

Short Sleeves

Phone 833

•

Diaper
Sets

Beautiful Acrilon in
Assorted Colors

MEN'S

Cotton

A. C. SANDERS - Phone 1457
VERBLE TAYLOR - Phone 1286
North Seventh Street

$100

TOPPERS

Assorted colors - You'll be
proud to carry this on vacation.
Rev $17.98

WE RENT MOWERS AND TILLER TRACTOM
•

R
F

3 Pcs. Beautifully Matched

J.T.HaleMotorSales
•

4

Reg. 51.98

Made to Sell
for $1.98

BILBREY'S

2:$300

Washable - Pastel
Reg. 49f•

LADIES'

mileage. Local

SALE PRICED AT

Nylon Colors

LUGGAGE SET - -- $9.98

1517 PLYMOUTH. A real fishing car.

-

All Colors - Size.4.4 to 10

1950 OLDSMOBILE 2-door. Standard transmission.
1949 OLDSMOBILE 4-door. Low
(ar,

ii

• stsc..•,0"413Zlitair
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EWALD

WILLIAM

By

•
United Press Staff Correspondent

It

five suggestions" to their denom- administered as they are at presinations for achieving intercom- ent. But a clergyman ordalhed as
a Methodist could serve without
rnunion.
Recognize Ministry, Sacraments restriction in an Episcopal church
vice
versa. Episcopalians
and
Intercommunion m ea ns that
and
communion
could
receive
each church recognizes the ministry and sacraments at the other. otherwise become fully-participating members of a Methodist
It is not the same as organic
congregation, and vice versa.
union, but may serve as a preCharles D. Kean of Washinglude to it.
based on a crazy Bavarian okrak. plateau of mild funninesu at its
ton, a member of the Episcopal
Under the. proposed relationopening and then jtek remained
Fails to Enchant
CASSELS
By LOUIS
ship of intercommunion, the-Met- Unity Commission-, said the negoat that level. There were no
WASHINGTON IP - The MeBut as the Caesar show draws
secondary
and
Episcopal churches tiations felt- that experiencing a
hodist
no
compLcalions-(it
thodist church arid the Episeopal
taward the end of its season
would retain their separate iden- "common spiritual life" for a
a single-plunking
themes, jitst
church have taken the first step
expXres on May 25 and its sponties and would continue to be period of several years would
an the same string.
on the long road to eventual
sor is puliing oil°, I find that
The Military sketch was tedi- unity.
it has failed to enchant me as
Pt had as its rs-sason for
Leaders of the two big Protestit has in past seasons. I don't ous.
snapper-it turnant denominations emphasized tofor 4 be:rig only its
anticipation
with
fialpitate
was
Caesar
military
ed out the
day that a merger still is many
its aaeltty arrival as I did when
a doorman:
years away, at best. A number of
wa.s cutting elegant capers
it
to
met
The second sketch set
stick problems have yet to be
on NBC-TV.
thinking (Yen, Virginia, TV re- resolved.
about
9,rnetirnts)
do
The Caesar show Sunday viewers
Byt they nevertheless attached
reek was a fairly o.pical ex"- the' other pliers/ language rou- great importance to a joint stateample of his product this semes- tines that Caesar often resorts

caseins but it lacked
when Caesar and h
it failed to build. Miss Coca
company ;have turned out in- •
spired bits. His spoof of the brought in the hors „d'oeuvres,
grapefruit. soup.the main course
dearth of a bullfighter Nvies
alcoart. I enjoyed, too, two or three and dessert: all laced with
get
of his courtsbip sketches with hol, but the sketch did not
Imogerie Coca and sx•ti mime funnier and funnier as everyroutines as the one based on a one got drunker and dininker.
another Instead, the sketch reached a
and
seal
perferining

seas•-ai

Caesar Good
, But Show Is
Disappointing
NEW. YORK rtP -Sid Caesar
ha, become the sacred cow of
,the TV bizs,nftez.
Aknost everyone'mentotts•hirri
nowadays an the lite4-ied ton&
Albert
for
reserved
usually
Schvecitzer. Stan Musial, science
and motherhood. Hs faza• tend
uncritically. Hf
him
view
to
can do no W7*.rig.
Hovi,ever. I think that Caesar

Mere were two sketcheuone about lzmigene Coca's efforts to entertain Caesar's iamb
with we cockery. the other a
riblitary--aype Tontine ;40one in
I don't inean to say that the mock Crerznan with Howie MorCaesar show has been a flop. ris as Caesar's flkinky.
The first was funny in spots,
There have been _.rnoments th.s

count myself among
them) sh•tild -face up ter somethric uncom.fortable: h I s half
hour sherw on ABC-TV th:s season has been. a disappointment.

ter:

InalV land I

•
CROSSWORD PUZZLE
33-Deface
ZS-Mistake
41-Earth goddess
42-Solace
113--Growing gut of

_ ACROSS
L-Carpenter's
tool
4-Ccinsiecrate
ti-Hpurt forth
12-Girre name
13-Climbl r.g plant

as-Youngster

tatting)
44-Bark down".
-4441144*
41-Had been borne
61-Anglo-Saxon
moner
52-Arttst's stand
54-Star, name
53- orm

1.
15-Ki..4 of cloth
17-Weirdor
15-Haul
29-Repulse
75-Frame of mind
22-F-arih goddess
24-A po,ars
77-13....rd of grain
21-1.i.stance

Answer I. Vestergatv Pussle
ROM ITC.ralle 05:77,
UPITJ !Mr= ODA
01300f4E1 610017(21E
EICI1F114 [Pin
F313f12 ii1117.2
3-14
tLd
-1[113J
3.1
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Hams
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JEWELRY

TIDWELL'S PAINT STORE .1

HAZEL CLEANERS . Hazel

SERVICE
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STRADER'S GROC. - Hazel

DAN'S
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-
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Kirksey
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Look for a SAV-WAY STAMP with the Number CC-999
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SUPER-RIGHT QUALITY

YOU are FULLY
COVERED. We will be glad 'o
come and see you at anytime.
For example the new Homeown-
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J the tele

PGRIFOftGPS

'
69

Jamestown

•
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SUPER-RIGHT

Ui.

that

1st PRIZE SPUTNIK SPACE CRUISER
-2nd PRIZE -IRISH SPEEDSTER
3rd through 10th PRIZES $50 SAV-WAY STAMPS

Du

If You Wont Low Prices - If You Demand Fine Quality
If You Insist On Wide Variety - - Get All 3 At A & P,
Plus This Sensational Guarantee

TWO HEADS ARE BETTER
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be
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U 6 E D Kelvinator automatic
NOTICE
weidhing mho:Mine, good condinon. Also, 1957 model Mercury
Mark 6 outboard motor, almost Mattresses Rebuilt uxWALK-11N type picnic table legs
new. I YARDS
MOW, have power
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This is the wonderful Mix made from white corn
meal of highest quality and milled by Sunflour. To
give feathery lightness, s special blend of baking
powder -has been added,-enth just enough salt to
sengow__
-itis 50.
carefully measured
and mixed that you
get extra light, extra
tasty cornbread
RECIPE
every time!
printed on the bag
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SUNDAY-MONDAY'

MOTHER'S DAY
SPECIAL!! .
1st 25 Mothers
FREE Sun. Nite

thiAt

To See

Also available phin
To 2 cups StilVFLOWF.R Corn
Meal Mix, add li• cups sweet milk
or fresh buttermilk, 1 or 2 eggs
beaten slightly. 2 tablespoons
melted fat Mix well. Bake in
hot greased cornstick or muffin
molds about 15 minutes at 425.

FREE
COUPONS
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re ,
on the 41P4
tinder some kind of spell. Fien
grim
Long
De
heir
her
then an inert mass smeared with brush
tne children, normally noisy
lie said. In a low tone,
seed
mod.
and filled with perpeteet momi
What'll
mons?
a
she
"Ain't
a
fetch
"Get into the store and
tion, stood staring at him."
shout
her
tell
I
when
Say
wife
maid
Price
whisky,"
bottle of
Price Itecdn !Idea into a
this'"
of
bring
her
out
la
got
-We've
of terror as the story continues
"Don't tell her, Barney. You
this."
as soon as I here tomorrow,
l)e Long obeyed. Price pumped take Rose to the hotel
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SEE IT! It will
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make

you proud to be a
member of the

Murray Wholesale
Grocery Company

Human Race.
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by Ernie Bushmiller

SHRUNK

WHOEVER
HEARD OF A
RAINCOAT THAT
SHRINKS

?—
IT
WHEN DID YOU
j-/
PURCHASE
IT?

J

FOUR YEARS
AGO AND ITS
BEEN SHRINKING
EVER SINCE
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CI.NrmAScOPE

Male Help Wanted

Lb. 454

ROO. C Amu,• o. 0.•••••.•

-.aruiiirtrassman

2-BOOM Downstairs apartment,
turn:shod. Roum for two people.
Mile frL-rn Five Points, on 0,1dwater Road. 'Phone 1525. ItIOP

Tlis /111aessillas Co. Distributed by King Features Steadiest&

at any drug counter. This Strong
germicide sloujhs off infected
skin. Exposes more germs to its
killing action. Use instant-drying -1--4•L day or' night. Now at
Holland Drug Co.

VERX CRUZ'
serw.t,0111e
use

FURNISHED AFT., water free.
Set Fred l'elcChire, 300' WdodMIOP
NrWn,

THE LONE Dtpui

•

LAST TIMES TONIT-E-

If not pleased, your 480 back

Corn Meal ma?

fil9P

Phone 190.

4 was _42dItalt, „mon!
'
'
e number
"
used iippiigneeut4 latzlkagti•-•",

The New WAYNE D.OVERIOLSER Thriller

•

c'PEN € 3C, — START DUSK

SUNFLOWER

FOR RENT
WANTED! Lawns to mow. New /
incur. ficasen.able rates.
• ,faction guaranteed, Phone. BEALE HCYlIEL: 1st floor row*
2040-J.
SI/SP one $28 monthly, another $30
Hot and cold water in monis.
MSC
THURSDAY Afternoons we are
Jpeni.- Ft's a good time to shop
at Stark's Hardware, 12'.ii aid O-F/003,1 ci.iwnstairs apar.mont.
Poplar.
27C" 306 FPO. 9t11 St. Three bedrooms
utility room, held, gas furnace
•

Warehouse Cnearance Sale!! One
-orgy
CubR too: electric Ser.:el refrigerator, double door,
itparate freezer emxpa
t.
H -Ads up to 76 pounds.
$34995 n-w $174.50. One in
EV62 Tappan electric range, was
sti09 9-, n
3239.95. One on.)
EW 34 Tappan Electrx Range,
, was $380.95, now $264.95. One
oily Wharlpool Electric Dryer

A LITTLE LOVE
RUTLAND, EnglaLJ jl — Mr
FulIerlrve, an official of a tractor
firm, signed a letter to a Miss
Lovy1eg wh - orote asking for
;:ataloguile.

ATHLETE'S FOOT GERM
HOW TO KILL IT
IN ONE HOUR

COPTER SAVES GIRL

FREIBURG, Germ.any IP —A
U.S. Army holiedper was ...ledtted today with saving the life • OW
of a feureyeas-nld Gnynan girt.
The 'cote.', dispatched from
an
emergency
on
Fnanicfunt
basis, flew Marlene G orrnuller
here from Gotnringen tcr a itife.or-death kidenty operation. She:
was repoced inny in today bait
tatz of danger.
Xi-.•
-• 4

Have you tried

rocen and garage. Equ ipped with
idt6 reduced
a
e6
PricS
North 511n
t: .162"gas.2411120ed electric range and refrigerator,
oil heat, newly decJrated. Phew
MIOP
1801. .

SOX

EASING THE PAIN
TRICKS HIS ENEMIES
Italy lit — Paridel KEOKUK. I,.wa P — City
Fra..n, 46, is oee.rining ti think councillors have decided to ease
truck enevers heiVe it in for hem. the "agony- of receiving parking
Friday Mean a truck hit him meter violatiotr tickets.. Starting
while he woe riding Ins bicycle May 1, "metec maids" Judith
along a Milan street. The track Harrison and Janet Raynur will
picked him up and rushed him issue the tickest to err .nt motortoward a hospinaL Then a s..cc- ists.
cad truck hit the first truck
and Pratte suffered further injuries.
THE USIKUITOUS AGENT
CHICAGO
Even organ
PROBATION AMINTAINED
grinders have agents nowadays.
lit — The The University ;if Chicago coif.d
WASHINGTON
AFL - CIO EnectaLve Council not book Guiseppe Renaldo for
announced Tuesday it would its Festival of Arts until it
keep the Disibilliery Workers Un- contacted his agent.
ion__ an _probaithan_desexte---t-11 e
union's recent "elean-up" con-

LOST & FOUND

141,A

el that the corns "are not bind-

Lb;

AGE SEVEN

LOST: Se:ter pup, white with
some black. No name on collar.
Answers lo name "White." Call
M8C
1758-J.

Ian of the Met-

on

k

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

IT'S ky Cr7 10 LUCK T:-/AT BECKY
WASN'T ABLE TO HAVE LUNCH WITH
YOU TODAY, SLATS, RLING, WHAT
WAS IT- A SICK AUNT
THAT WANTED
READING TO?

SO YOU'VE INVITED THE
LATER j Cr...4
FLY INTO /OUR PARLOR,

ta--N21 SO TO SPEAK. EH,
•N‘ '-''' HOWIE 2 THE AZTEC
--•
sitoom? FINE,
4
---.( DARL ING,AND
KEEP THE
_ROSSSUSS
ON,' -/

Vas

Bora

SHE OIDN'T 5AV, DiBEIIE, ASA MATTER 0'FACT, SHE
eEDKIND0'
D
rlaious
t
S
AE.00T
THE WHOLE
THING

•-•r.

C4IEF!!--Y0'I
COME T'TELL
ME HOW YO'
WIPED OUT
THEM STOOPID
CRIMXIULS,NO
'DOUBT!!

) Capp

FROM VC):

WERE

NATCH ERLY!! —

DON'T `10 GT IT?

WIPED

OlJTIT
THERE

1

T1-I MAYOR'S LOCKED
UPSTAIRS

WAS
A

L-LEAK!!
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Polio Once More Marches
-North, May Be Last Time
By DELOS SMITH
United Press Science Editor
NEW YORK al — Once more
marching north wi'h
is
the spring but this year may be
the last time it cities because
the -fine culminating battle seems
Tc— Be at -hand.- The lrattlez-nbjective_ is to eet every man.
woman* and child in the United
4 States_ injected with the Salk
vaceins.
Th.' -big guns of the typical
A merican h • ith - oressu re "sales"
canto/thin are beginning to boom.
and you mar consider this disnateh as Dart of it if you wish.
waorinee • the obiertive is fir the
robod of all N f0.91^`.'Wh it actually
is an ,lnrierendent renorter's account of what is going on.

r

•

•

First.

SWIFT'S PREMIUM BEEF

Plenty of Vaccine
That being so, :he battle objective is "total." no less. Thor.
now is plenty of vaccine. Th.,:
idea is to get it into everyone
of whatever age. from less than
one year up-to even 90 or more.
sure: suer -a - goal- ts --n
To be ,
1
°
likely to be reached. But epidem
pologists feel polio will have its
come-up once as an epidemic
disease when 65 per cent of
the most susceptible — children
under 20 — and 50 per cen•
04 all others have been vaccinated — with three "shots."
A particular target are basis
of one year or le,c. Last year
,
whgn the total of polio Cls.
decl'red 62 ner cent over 1956
and 63 tier cent over the overly,.
for the five years between 1952
and 1956. the paralytic rate for
these 'infants shoved
chance and infants ,• had beegenerally consirterel too terd• •
to viccinate But ?lbw it is known
that isn't so — and it is alto
known 'pat babies exhatie the I
Dralaative antibodies they dc-oulre I
from their mothers within three
to four months. which leaves
them "inimunioloyically naked."
.A Big Objective
The statistical picture at the
"polio -A0*-••
son" is thie There are 65 million
Ame-ieonc under ,0 and 18.500 OW have not had even one
Salk "shot." There are 46 million
Americans between 20 and 39.
and 30 million have no vaccine
•f
The percentage
nroteetion
the Protected over 39 is r,
known.

Von see. polio as a disease is
out
lin close to being
that an important and pressing
nuestion among insiders is the
future of the very ortranizat'on
which brourlo about the miracle.
'be National Foundation for InParalysis-. Is • it to be
allovoed to disappear within a
raeasorable time foa lack of anything' to.do"
Mere Shadow Now
As th^ annual "polio apason"
snreads e - rithwarti from t e Deep
• year
sha4OW of whit it' MSS only
last rear — and a very fain/
shadow of whit it was in the
sprinies when .there was no .Salk
vaocine There 'had been only
Plc paralytic oases uo to the
ire.k ending April 10 the last
ao•harttic fires. as
en—oared to 321 for the Same
tir-• last year. For the Tweyious
So the battle oblectiee Is a b •
--Foram-tail.,
_betatg___-_Sal Yeln... the Isaiah owe --but----tbeveree- tisettfbr sever*, Unica that
.no doubt thac moat if not
flinire lay mid-April.
all of it will be achieved. Its
These dramatic dectinea were yolutoeers in 3.100 local chapters
doe to more and more people are out urging oeople to get
hivint Yaceine onotection As of their "shots" T h e American
March 1 62.500,000 Persona nu' Medical kssociation is mobilizing
c 'roe] errnolition of 172 - dc-fors to rive them efficiently
se ono hid hal one or more and econOmicallY. The advertis"sh,•ts "'which means circula - ing ing cooncil is. after you by way
.yietesee this owing have 62 newspapers magazines. TV
Wont) fewer human bodies in and radio to "sell" you on getting
whoili to take root and catme %octane-red
sirkness. paralysis and death
Al! . this would seem likely
Now. if you could nerauade to put the Foundation out of
jito woman persons to eel Vile-. business, but it won't no matter
c'ected 'here wraild be no land.es how niccessful.
in which the vintsies cattle, make
heads-iv Viroies woold remain
Brazil haa neaey h a 1_,f
In eirculatieo because •here is
no onigibi!t•T of wiping out Socrti Aro-trice* area arid of
.
viru
ses. But woo can deprive crinutation. and about one-sitr
of its telephones
them of susceptible people
—r-
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Why is Johnson's Grocery handling "Swift's Premium
Beef" exclusively? Because Swift has 103 years of leadership in the beef business. It is known from coast to
coast to be the finest obtainable, and the finest beef in
Swift's coolers is especially selected for Johnson's market. Always look for the emblem on each cut. This is
Johnson's and Swift's personal guarantee of the finest.
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c
59

BLUE RIBBON

ASItifee.11?:erium FALCoalted
•SifliIFTS
PREMIUM
SWF

HAM

ripBoNE _
ST ligru:s
Seigors

"
"Emium

/t7).
cle

RIB
ROAST

tf•

0
2;get

CAKE MIX

ICE CREAM

Box

19c

59c

1/2 Gal

91.

\PIE CHERRIES

85c

303 CAN

SOCIAL:1 SECURITY BENEFITS AT 60 YEARS
OF. AGE — A working man is entitled to the
fruits of his labor before he,ready to die!
INCREASED VETERAN BENEFITS — The G.1.'s
children should hate hi' unused educational
he'nefits.
PROTECT THE FARMERS' INTEREST — Not
Just one group,' but the complete farm seg•
ment.
SUPPORT BETTER SCHOOLS AND TEACHER
BENEFITS — Our country is in peril, won't
you help her'
SUPPORT SOUND LABOR LEGISLATION —
And all legislation for the BETTERMENT OF
THE PEOPLE OF THE FIR.ST DISTRICT. I
WILL BRING YOU THE REPRESENTATION
YOU ARE LONG'POVERDUE!

TEAcHES

i

THIS IS YOUR YEAR OF DECISION
'ECIDE NOW TO HELP AMERICA!
--

LIPTON'S

TEA
39c

Kids aoini
with Tara
spot. We
the Jules 1
denly real;
science ha:
marvels th
be tame by
enthralled
still may I
kids.

21,

71
h
CiRT:'"'NY

Oven,
fresii

4 Oz Pkg.

DOZ

1-LB.
TIN

•

•

•

BELl_ensilAILE
SALTINES lb. ,i()

CAN

10c

ALLSWEET Ails

GODCHAUX

2 19c SUGAR
8.00hPl

GREEN ONIONS 2:4cHEs19c

10 LB

79c

With purchase of $10.00
groceries.
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eu as DS
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Music D
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•
Paul Siva
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WPQ7

15c

CARROTS

The street
patch sire
They caug
street yest
appreciate(

Fina
• Is Pi

SWIFTS

LETTUCE
HEAD

19

any brand

RADISHES 2 suNri.,Es 19c

or

more

POTTED

MEAT

Vote For --

(Al) WILLIAMS

We'll have
said it bett

39c
BiSCUrTS

APPLESAUCE 2:29c
'Z' Lemons
wanex14 29!
••

Which Nal
the same t
pening ove
began, witl
enacting th

STOKLEY'S SPICED

vq;_•,.Aw"'
,
540

S

44111nINCI

It must be
years old

19c 'Harpy HYDROX to you!

MUSSLEMAN'S

•

At any to
great dsligi
which he
cLme acrosi

air!!

69c

Will Work Vigorously For • • •

Smallest ci
saying wh
brand new.
''What's yo
he replies,
▪ me again .
same."

AV

P'svf-ts k

CIL

Some plant
and they
without it.

staljs

SWIFT'S PREMIUM

Lid
1••••

4,94

12 OL
CAN

MIDWEST

CHOCOLATE & SPICE
ce
ri

MARGARINE
1W lb.

PRIEtti

CINCH'S

WHITE - YELLOW

CHUCK
110A

Democratic Primary - Tuesday, May 27th

Our attentii
some Rhod
Mr. John 1
Avenue. TI
lush, which
parts. Mr.
is plenty
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FOR U.S. REPRESENTATIVE
TO CONGRESS
1st Congressional District
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AUTHORIZED DEALER
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The Peoples Choice
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/5c
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GROCERY
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